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How might 21st-century computational technologies enhance lighting
functionality in architecture? The Groove Light provokes relationships between
light and shadow, adding a new dimension to future lighting. A series of
distinctive and complex 3D-printed lanterns, which cast identical patterns of
geometric shadows, creates the optical illusion that they are floating above a
continuous, geometric carpet of shadows. The authors tested this concept in three
steps: 1. 3D printability, 2. a lighting test and 3. interactivity. The paper also
reports the effectiveness of a selective and custom support strategy for printing
overhanging geometries with fused deposition modelling (FDM) 3D printers and
further highlights differences between the computational models and physical
prototypes in the quest for 'point' light sources.
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INTRODUCTION
Jun'ichiro Tanizaki's novel In Praise of Shadows, originally published in 1933 in Japanese, expresses favour
for obliqueness over brightness as one of the characteristics of Asian culture as opposed to the Western
preference for clarity. Typical Asian lanterns, expressing such subtlety with their translucent paper skins,
are often seen as more of a sort of lighting sculpture than functional lighting equipment. Inspired by
the concept, we started to question the rationality
of unconditional brightness in contemporary life. If
lighting is not only a matter of level of illuminancethe goal at which most current lighting simulation
tools primarily aim-how might 21st-century computational technologies enhance lighting functionality
in Architecture?

We refer to the 3D-printed lanterns of Segerman and
Schleimer [1], who inversely applied a stereographic
projection principle to deﬁne their spherical lanterns.
Stereographic projection is an ancient mapping technique to project a sphere onto a plane; however, we
hypothesized that the lanterns themselves would not
necessarily need to be spherical in order to control
the projection onto a plane from a point light source.
As long as precisely computed light rays intersect
with any kind of lantern geometries, shadow patterns
could be controlled in a more complex and threedimensional manner.

GROOVE LIGHT
The Groove Light concept presents provocative relationships between light and shadow by using precise
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lighting simulation models in which computational
designs and prototyping processes are instrumental. We invert the typical projection mapping process, which usually projects computed visual images
toward non-planar objects, creating optical illusions.
Instead, we penetrate sculptural lanterns with light
rays toward geometric shadow patterns, which result
in complex porous volumes with a series of groovelike light cannons. If typical projection mapping aims
to add virtual reality to physical objects, Groove Light
aims to craft physical reality from virtual projections
(Figure 1, Left).
Following several iterations using 3D CAD software (Rhino 5), the authors tested the concept over
the following three steps: 1. 3D printability of
overhanging geometries, 2. a lighting test using
high-power point light sources and 3. interactivity between the geometric shadow patterns and observers. Instead of using a spherical interface, as in
the case of the stereographic projection, we experimented with several distinctive lantern shapes. We
began with various rotational geometries, such as Ellipsoid and Cylinder, as it is relatively easy to control explicitly their degrees of overhang through their
sectional proﬁles. Subsequently, we also veriﬁed the
concept with asymmetric lantern geometries.
We set an identical geometrical shadow pattern for all individual lanterns so that the diﬀerences
among the lantern shapes, which are enabled by
computational design and fabrication strategies, be-

came more striking. Five distinctive lanterns are positioned at precise distances in order to match their
peripheral shadow patterns to each other. The overall rendering of the layout demonstrates that it creates the optical illusions that a series of distinctive
lanterns are ﬂoating above a continuous, geometric
carpet of shadows (Figure 1, Right).

3D PRINTABILITY
We demonstrated the Groove Light concept using a
large-scale 3D printer, BigRep One, one of the largest
commercially available Fused Deposition Modelling
(FDM) 3D printers that has output of approximately 1
m3 (Figure 2, Left). The large-scale lanterns not only
frame a public square with geometric shadows but
also simultaneously have their own sculptural presence.
One of the key challenges of large-scale 3D printing is how to materialize such complex forms in a
cost-eﬀective manner. In Digital Fabrication, we are
no longer designing the form that will ultimately
be produced, but the production process itself (Gramazio and Kohler 2008). As such, we tested the following three steps to design the lanterns and their
3D printability: 1. self-supporting geometries that do
not require additional support (Figure 2, Right); 2. geometrical shadow patterns that result in fewer overhanging elements; and 3. selective custom supports
that require less material than the printer-default au-
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Figure 1
Left: Groove Light
requires precise
relative spatial
positioning among
light sources,
3D-printed lanterns
and geometric
shadows. Right:
Overall rendering of
the Groove Light
layout. Five
distinctively
complex lanterns
cast precisely the
same geometric
shadows, creating
the optical illusion
that they are
ﬂoating above a
continuous,
geometric shadow
carpet.

Figure 2
Left: Large-scale 3D
printer BigRep One,
with maximum
printing volume of
approximately 1
m3. Right:
3D-printing process
of one of the
Groove Light
lanterns with
controlled
overhanging
geometries.

tomated vertical supports.

Self-supporting geometries
Selected Laser Sintering 3D printing, which can theoretically print any kind of geometry, is still a relatively costly process, with output size conﬁned by the
printing powder bed. In contrast, variations of Fused
Deposition Modelling (FDM) 3D printing are generally used for large-scale 3D printing experiments in
architecture, as the cost of printing is lower, and since
output size is basically only limited by the machine's
frame size. FDM extrudes various types of ﬁlaments
layer by layer in a technique similar to brick layering. However, the most crucial limitation of FDM is
its limited ability to print overhanging geometries,
which may require vast amounts of supporting material, just like the scaﬀolding required to support overhanging elements during building construction.

We took the overhanging constraints not only as
limitation but also as an opportunity to integrate the
fabrication process into our lantern geometries. Eladio Dieste took a similar approach in the Church of
Atlantida (Pedreschi 2000), which demonstrates the
structural integrity of brick-layered walls in its construction process (Figure 3, Left). On the other hand,
Contour Crafting (Hwang 2004) separated most of the
horizontal elements in architecture, such as ﬂoors,
ceilings and roofs, into prefabricated components in
order to get around the limitations of 3D-printing
overhanging geometries on architectural scales.
We conducted experiments to test the maximum
cantilevering angle in our 3D-printing system, as this
maximum is material- and design-speciﬁc. We occasionally succeeded in 3D printing up to 60 degrees
of overhang, which requires sensitive calibrations of
the print-head and ﬁlament-extrusion speeds. How-

Figure 3
Left: Church of
Atlantida by Eladio
Dieste (Pedreschi
2000). FDM 3D
printing is similar to
the brick layering
process. Right:
Lantern’s sectional
proﬁle controls the
maximum degree
of overhang.
(Design: Chua, S.C.
and Chan, L.R.)
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ever, as the geometries of the Groove Light lanterns
vary, we set our design guideline to the much safer
maximum of 45 degrees of overhang. Figure 3, Right
illustrates how the design guideline deﬁnes one of
the Groove Light lanterns, named Seashell, which is
generated by rotational geometry and then split horizontally into two parts. Each piece-top and bottomis 3D printed separately. The maximum 45 degrees
of overhang is controlled by its sectional proﬁle. Additional geometrical complexity is added to the rotational body by carving out grooves for light rays.

tional proﬁle.
By comparison, the square-grid lantern itself requires only 1.4kg total weight and 17 hours printing time without support, primarily because it has
fewer branches. This is just over half the weight of
the triangular-grid lantern. Additionally, as half the
elements are within the overhang limit and thus selfsupported, only selective parts require additional
custom support, resulting in total of only 2 kg weight
and 28 hours printing time. Overall, the square-grid
lantern requires 60% less material and printing time
than does the triangular-grid one (Figure 4, Right).

Geometrical shadow patterns
Secondly, we study how geometric shadow patterns
aﬀect the 3D printability of the lanterns, comparing
triangular and square grids. We used a funnel-shape
lantern of 60 cm height and diameter as a base geometry and then evaluated the total 3D printing time
and weight required to create triangular and square
shadow grids. Generally speaking, triangular grids, as
in the case of the truss, have better structural rigidity, requiring thinner overall sectional proﬁles. We
computed that the triangular- grid lantern requires
2.7Kg weight and 31 hours printing time without support (Figure 4, Left). However, as the majority of elements exceed the limit of 45 degrees of overhang,
total printing weight increases to 5 kg and 70 hours
printing time with additional custom supports (Simplify 3D). This easily counteracts the advantage of potential weight reduction from its thinner overall sec-

Selective custom supports
Most FDM printers automatically generate vertical
supports to compensate for their overhanging geometry limitations, often signiﬁcantly increasing the
required amount of printing material and time (Figure 5, Left). As such, we developed a custom support strategy, which enables us to support overhang
geometries within the sectional proﬁles of lanterns
with the smallest possible amount of support (Figure 5, Right). We studied two properties of custom
supports: thickness and angle. Thinner and steeper
angles of support require less material, whereas supports that are too thin or too steep supports may
not suﬃciently hold up overhanging elements. After several experimental iterations, we identiﬁed that
1.1mm thick, 4.5mm pitched supports minimize the
total amount of printing while delivering satisfactory
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Figure 4
Left: Triangular
grid, funnel-shaped
lantern itself
requires 5 kg
material and 70
hours printing time
with additional
custom supports.
(Note: The image is
shown without
supports.) Right:
Square grid lantern
itself requires 2 kg
material and 28
hours printing time
with selective
custom support,
indicated as
diagonal ﬁllers
within square grids.
The square grid
lantern requires
60% less material
and printing time
than the one of
triangular grid.

Table 1
FDM 3D printing
time and weight
comparison of four
support strategies
for overhang
geometries.

Figure 5
Left: Generation of
automatic vertical
supports for
overhanging parts
by the default 3D
printing software
(MakerBot Desktop
3.8). Right:
Illustration of
selective custom
support strategy for
FDM 3D printing.
Red-lined elements
require support as
they exceed our
overhang design
guideline, while
green-lined
elements are
self-supported.
Blue dotted lines
indicate selective
custom support,
which drastically
reduce the total
amount of
supporting material
required compared
to the automatic
vertical supports.

quality. These custom supports also follow the overhang design guidelines, inclined no more than 45 degrees.
We use the previously described funnel-shaped,
square-grid lantern to test the eﬀectiveness of the following four support strategies: 1. without support, 2.
automatic support, 3. custom support, and 4. selective custom support. Table 1 compares their printing
time and weight. While automated support requires
10 times more material than the actual lantern itself,
the selective custom support strategy only increased
total weight 43% to 2 kg (Simplify 3D).

A QUEST FOR 'POINT' LIGHT SOURCE
Identifying a suitable light source for the Groove Light
installation required balancing between the brightness of light and the crispness of shadows. Generally
speaking, lighting power rises in proportion to the

size of the light-emitting element. However, bigger
light sources produce more light rays, thus tending
to project rather blurred shadow edges. Computer
rendering (Rhino 5), by contrast, uses ideal 'point'
light sources that have no dimensions and which can
therefore render crisp shadow patterns. As such, in
designing and selecting intense 'point' light sources,
we need to be mindful of the gap between computational models and physical prototypes.
Three types of light sources were empirically
tested. Firstly, a traditional incandescent light bulb
merely projected blurred, unrecognizable shadow
patterns, perhaps because its light-emitting wire ﬁlament has a certain length, generating multiple light
rays from supposedly a single origin of light.
Secondly, we tested a High-intensity Discharge
(HID) lamp, a type commonly used for vehicle headlights. The light-emitting part of the HID lamp is
much more compact than that of the incandescent
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light bulb, which means it is closer to an ideal 'point'
light source. The lighting test showed impressively
intense and crisp shadow patterns; however, the
light source itself is unappealingly bright and generates excessive heat. Perhaps the HID lamp is too small
for the level of illuminance meant to be projected. It
also seemed too dangerous to expose such a lamp
without its proper casing (Figure 6, Left).
Lastly, we tested a Light-emitting Diode (LED)
chip. Generally speaking, the LED is much more
energy-eﬃcient than the HID lamp, thus producing
less heat while still being suﬃciently bright to project
shadow patterns over several meters. However, unlike the HID lamp, LED chips glow over certain surface
areas, resulting in relatively blurred shadow patterns.
In other words, the larger LED chips project brighter
light but less crisp shadow patterns. Conversely

speaking, smaller LED chips cast crisper shadow patterns, being closer to an ideal 'point' light source;
however, their light is considerably dimmer. Though
the selection of suitable LED chips was not straightforward, after several trials, we concluded that 25W
LED chips with 20 mm diameter could achieve suﬃcient, if not perfect brightness and acceptable, if not
ﬂawless crispness of the shadows (Figure 6, Right).

INTERACTIVITY
Technically speaking, Groove Light comprises three
elements: 1. point light sources, 2. a geometric shadow pattern and 3. 3D-printed light grooves
that project the shadow pattern from the point light
sources. The project requires precise spatial relationships among those three elements in order to cast
the intended shadow patterns. Conversely speaking,

Figure 6
Left: Full-scale
lighting test with
HID lamp for square
grid shadow. It
creates crisp
shadow patterns,
however the light
source is
unappealingly
bright and
generates excessive
heat. Right: A series
of energy-eﬃcient,
custom-made LED
light prototypes of
various power
(15–25W) and size
(10–25mm
diameter). LED
chips are soldered
directly onto
aluminium heat
sinks.

Figure 7
Left: Dynamic
shadow patterns
reﬂect various
interactions with
the observers.
Right: Illustration of
Pull mechanism.
(Design: Bek, T.K.,
Lim, B.W. and Tan,
Y.T.)
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Figure 8
Interactions with
the public provoke
relationships
between light and
shadow enhanced
through
computational
design & fabrication
technologies.
(Design Left: Bek,
T.K., Lim, B.W. and
Tan, Y.T. Right: Kui,
H.G., Lee, G.L. and
Wong, W.)
Figure 9
Groove Light at the
international
lighting festival in
Singapore, i Light
Marina Bay 2016,
which attracted
over 700,000
visitors.
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any slight deviations in the relationships may drastically change the shadow pattern. We took this fact
not as a constraint, but as an opportunity to create
interactive relationships with prospective observers
(Figure 7, Left).
We experimented with three types of interactions: 1. pull actions, moving the point light source
vertically away from the 3D-printed lantern (Figure 7,
Right); 2. rotation of the 3D-printed lantern around
a ﬁxed-point light source; and 3. swinging the 3Dprinted lanterns to create ephemeral shadow patterns similar to the surface of water. As a whole,
the Groove Light shadow patterns dynamically correspond to various degrees of interaction between the
3D-printed lanterns and the observers (Figure 8).

CONCLUSION
The Groove Light project presents a new type of
sculptural lighting equipment fabricated through
advanced computer-aided design and 3D-printing
technologies. Technically speaking, Groove Light
could consist of any combination of lantern shapes
and geometric shadow patterns. However, FDM
3D printers have major limitations with overhanging geometry, tending to require disproportionate
amounts of additional support materials. Controlling
overhang elements, choosing square shadow grids
and applying selective custom supports can optimize
the printing time and weight of the lanterns, which
is critical for any large-scale 3D-printing project. A
selective custom support strategy and the lessons
learned from the quest for a 'point' light source could
also be applied to projects on an architectural scale.
The Groove Light project was invited to a showcase at the renowned international lighting festival
in Singapore, i Light Marina Bay 2016 (Figure 9).
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